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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A, mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of mobile, wireless hosts that 

cooperatively form a network based on peer-to-peer interactions among the hosts, independent of 

a centralized access or control [1]. In comparison with traditional mobile networks, each node can 

function as a router in MANET, where a packet can travel from a source to a destination either 

directly, or through some set of intermediate packet forwarding nodes. Ad hoc wireless networks _ 

eliminate the constraints of infrastructure and enable devices to create and join networks any time, 

anywhere. Several applications for ad hoc networks include: ( 1) Satellite to satellite in random 

orbits, (2) Automotive applications in which cars and traffic lights are communicating nodes, (3) 

Military applications such as battlefield communications among soldiers, fixed bases, and field 

encampments. 

Research on MANET has mainly focused on developing routing protocols. As part of Dr. 

Wuxu Peng's project, my thesis presents a locality caching multi-root multi-generation with color 

schema (LCMRMGCS) routing protocol for MANET. The protocol uses a forest of spanning 

trees to keep track of the topology information within a mobile ad hoc network. Each tree is 

marked as a different color. In order to avoid the routing traffic to concentrate in one area, 

multiple roots are generated. Each root of a tree maintains host information of its own tree and is 

aware of at least one other to cooperatively route messages. Our routing algorithm impro,yed the 

locality caching multi-root multi-generation (LCMRMG) routing algorithm [2]. In LCMRMG 

routing algorithm, multiple trees are overlap so that each root has to maintain the host information 
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of the entire MANET. LCMRMG generates 32 roots for 1000 nodes. At the worst case, each root 

has to maintain all 1000 nodes. This presents significant maintenance for the root nodes In 

LCMRMGCS, the whole tree is divided into several smaller trees and the trees do not overlap. 

Therefore, the maintenance of each root node is considerably decreased. LCMRMGCS can be 

applied to a huge network while LCMRMG routmg protocol cannot. As we expected, simulation 

results of LCMRMGCS showed that it did exceed LCMRMG m terms of mamtenance and 

delivery ratio. Our maintenance is less than LCMRMG because each root only maintains its own 

tree and those trees do not overlap. In addition, we obtained a higher delivery ratio than 

LCMRMG because we made use of the color information of the destination nodes. 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides a background of the MANET routing protocols. 

Chapter 3 is my explanation of the Locality Cachmg Multi-Root Multi-Generation with 

Color Schema (LCMRMGCS) routing protocol. 

Chapter 4 presents the simulation procedures used and the analysis of simulation results. 

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and our future work. 



CHAPTER2 

ROUTING ALGORITHM IN MANET 

Routing in ad hoc networks has become a popular research topic. It is a process to find a 

path from a source to a destination to deliver a message. Before describing the protocols, it is 

important to explain the development goals for an ad hoc routing protocol so that the design 

choices of the protocols can be justified [3]. The following are typical design goals for ad hoc 

network routing protocols: 

1. Minimal control overhead and minimal processing overhead. Control messaging 

consumes bandwidth, processing resources, and battery power to both transmit and receive a 

message. Therefore routing protocols should send the minimum number of control messages. 

Simple protocols require less processing cycles and then consume less battery power. 

2. Dynamic topology maintenance. Nodes in MANET may move arbitrarily. Thus, the 

network topology may change randomly and rapidly. Once a route is established, it is possible 

that some link in the route may break up due to node movement. Therefore, a feasible routing 

path must be maintained. 

3. Loop freedom. A routing loop occurs when some node along a path selects a next hop 

that occurred earlier in the path. Routing loops are extremely inefficient so that it should be 

avoided. 

4. Power efficiency. Nodes in ad hoc networks rely on batteries for the power source. The 

nodes in mobile networks usually use some sort of standby modes to save power. It is therefore 

important that the routing protocol has support for these sleeping and temporarily inactive modes. 
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With these goals in mind, numerous routing protocols have been developed for ad hoc 

networks. In this chapter, we describe the characteristics of classes of routing approaches and the 

operation of particular routing protocols within those classes. Subsection 2.1 discusses current 

proactive/table-driven protocols, while subsection 2.2 describes reactive/on-demand protocols. 

Subsection 2.3 discusses hybrid protocols. Subsection 2.4 describes the other routing protocols. 

2.1 Proactive/table-driven Routing 

The proactive routing approaches designed for ad hoc networks are derived from the 

traditional distance vector [4] and link state [5] protocols that were developed for the wire line 

internet. The primary feature of proactive approaches_ is that each node in the network maintains a 

route to every possible destination in the network. Route creation and maintenance are 
\ 

accomplished through some combination of periodic and event-triggered routing updates. The 

advantage of a proactive protocol is that routes are available at the moment they are needed. 

However, the disadvantage of these protocols is that the control overhead can be significant in 

large networks or in networks with rapidly moving nodes. Proactive protocols perform well in 

networks where there are a significant number of data sessions within the network. 

Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR): 

CGSR [6] uses a hierarchical cluster-head-to-gateway routing approach to route traffic 

from the source to the destination. Gateway nodes are those within communication range of two 

or more cluster heads. A packet sent by a node is first routed to its cluster head and then to 

another cluster head via a gateway until the cluster head of destination node is reached. Figure 2.1 

[7] illustrates an example of this routing scheme. The advantage of CGSR is less communication 

information. However it has a heavy overhead when the cluster head is changed very frequently. 
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Figure 2.1: Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing 

Topology Dissemination Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF) 

TBRPF [8] nodes compute a shortest-path tree to all network nodes. The shortest-path 

tree is also known as the source tree. To minimize bandwidth utilization, the nodes only 

propagate a part of the tree to their neighbors. The partial source tree is called the reported tree 

(RT), which is proposed by Partial Tree-sharing Protocol (PTSP) [9]. The procedure to generate 

a reported tree at a router is briefly described as following. Check links that are in this router' s 

shortest path tree. If such a link is estimated to be in the neighbors ' shortest path trees, it is added 

to the reportable tree; otherwise, it is not included in the reportable tree. 

2.2 Reactive/on-demand Routing 

Reactive routing techniques, also called on-demand routing, use a different approach to 

routing from proactive protocols. In reactive routing, routes are created only when a source needs 

to communicate with another node whose path is unknown to the source. Therefore, route 

discovery becomes on-demand. If two nodes never need to talk each other, they do not need to 

utilize their resources to maintain a path between each other. The benefit of this approach is that 

signaling overhead is likely to be reduced compared to proactive approaches, particularly in 

networks with low to moderate traffic loads. The drawback of reactive approaches is the 

introduction of route acquisition latency. That is, when a route is needed by a source node, there 

is some finite latency while the route is discovered. 
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Labeled Distance Routing (LDR) Protocol 

LDR [10] is based on a dual invariant consisting of destination sequence number and 

feasible distance. The feasible distance is the smallest distance to a destination reached by a node 

for its current sequence number to a destination. The feasible distance is used to avoid loops in 

routing. If the state distance of an advertisement is less than a node's feasible distance, there is no 

loop. The destination sequence number is used to reset the distance to a destination. Using 

feasible distance in LDR makes it more likely for nodes other than the destination to resolve route 

requests, which improves the performance significantly. 

Position-aided On Demand Routing (PAR) 

Motivation of PAR [11] is to effectively reduce the communication overhead associated 

with path discovery and maintenance with the assistance of position information. In PAR, a 

restricted directional flooding mechanism is designed, which creates an ellipse-forwarding zone 

and it can lead to paths with low communication overhead by imposing a restricted flooding 

across such a zone. The protocol uses the method of Location-guided Expanding Ring Search 

(LERS). LERS works by gradually enlarging the forwarding zone to search for a path. This 

procedure repeats until a path is found or the destination is unreachable. LERS can effectively 

prevent unnecessary network-wide flooding operations. 

2.3 Hybrid Routing 

The characteristics of proactive and reactive routing protocols can be integrated in 

various ways to form hybrid networking protocols. Hybrid networking protocols may exhibit 

proactive behavior in a certain set of circumstances and reactive behavior in different 

circumstances. 

The Zone Routing Protocol [12] was used in ad hoc wireless networks consisting of many 

fast-moving nodes dispersed over a large geographical area. Neither a pure proactive nor a pure 
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on-demand method will be adequate m such networks because of high degree of node mobility 

and potentially large number of destinations. Therefore ZRP takes a hybrid approach combming 

both types of routmg. Around each node, ZRP def mes a zone whose radius is measured in terms 

of hops Each node utilizes proactive routing withm its zone and reactive routing outside of its 

zones 

2.4 Other Routing 

In mobile ad hoc network, battery power is an important consideration m designing 

routing protocols. Motivation of Maximum Life Routing [13] algorithm is to maxlmize the 

network lifetime. This algorithm works for both static networks and networks where the edge 

costs are changing slowly. The advantage of the algorithm is that it is a distributed, local-control 

approach and does not require a central node with global knowledge of the network. 

2.5 Conclusion of Routing Protocols 

Through reviewing the routing protocols in MANET, we can conclude three tendencies. 

The first is combmation of proactive and reactive protocols The second is to dynamically 

optimize the routes. The third is that battery power has become an important consideration in 

designing routing protocols. 



CHAPTER3 

LOCALITY CACHING MULTI-ROOT MULTI

GENERATION WITH COLOR SCHEMA ROUTING 

(LCMRMGCS) 

In this chapter, we present our locality caching multi-root multi-generat10n with color 

schema routing (LCMRMGCS) We improve upon the hmits of the protocol of locality caching 

multi-root multi-generat10n routing (LCMRMG) [2] protocol by employing a color schema to 

represent different trees. The most significant difference of our work with respect to [2] is that we 

create a forest of trees to represent the whole network to reduce the maintenance of the root nodes 

in contrast to a graph used in LCMRMG. As a further improvement of the LCMRMG protocol, 

LCMRMGCS holds the same assumptions as LCMRMG of the basic radio channel availability 

and channel link properties (e.g. bi-directional lmks). LCMRMGCS also assumes that any node 

will not fail therr duties in sending and receiving vahd messages. 

3.1 Locality Caching Multi-root Multi-generation Routing (LCMRMG) 

3.1.1 Single-root Spanning Tree Routing Protocol 

Local Cachmg Multi-root Multi-generat10n routing algorithm [2] is on the top of the 

single-root spanning tree routing protocol [14], in which authors used a spannmg tree (ST) along 

with generation tables (GT) to keep track of the topology information within a mobile network. 
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The spanning tree consists of a single root that could be any node in the network or its offspring. 

Each node has locally its generation number and Child ID. The generation number is the depth. 

Child ID is used to keep track of individual nodes within the same depth level. The single-root 

spanning tree algorithm is following: 

REPEAT 

1. Current station w checks its GT to see if destination station v is its offspring. 

2. If so, send package m to its child x which is either the destination itself or has v as 

one ofx's offspring. 

3. If not, send package m to w's parent y. 

UNTIL package m reaches destination v. 

3.1.2 Locality Caching Multi-root Multi-generation Routing (LCMRMG) 

The motivation of LCMRMG [2] routing algorithm is to cache traffic locality for better 

performances. To illustrate this idea, consider Figure 3.1, where r is a current root that covers 

hosts s, a and b. Host a is an offspring of host s while host b is not a descendent of host s. 

Therefore when a and b communicate each other, the packages are routed a-s-r-b. The total 

distance of this route 1s 11 +hl +h2. However, if host s functions as a root, the previous route 

between a and b will be replaced by route a-s-b. The distance is thus reduced to 11 +12. 
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Figure 3.1: Traffic locality in spanning tree MANET 

Algorithm for traffic locality caching 

Let's consider a particular communication session between two hosts like host a and b in 

Figure 3 .1. Suppose that hosts a initiates the communication. Host a first sends a request message 

to b, via sand r, attaching its coordinates (a,,, ay) as part of the message. When host b receives the 

request message, it records the values (a,,, ay). When b sends its reply message back to a, it 

attaches a' coordinates ( a,,, ay) and its own coordinates 1 (bx, by) as part of the reply. After a host 

knows the coordinates of its peer host in a communication session, the host will always attach the 

coordinates of its peer host on every message that it sends to the peer. In order to help locality 

caching, every root host like node r in Figure 3.1 will insert its coordinates (rx, ry) into each 

message routing through it. Therefore, when a reply message from b to a passes by host s, the 

latter now knows four pairs of coordinates: (ax, ay), (bx, by), (rx, ry), as well as its own coordinates 

(sx, sy), With these pairs of coordinates, scan easily calculate the distances 11, 12, hl, h2. Thus the 

locality caching algorithm is following: 
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1. Each host maintains a counter variable ct that records the number of communication 

packets that has routed. Each of these packets carries three pairs of coordinates 

(source, destination, and root). 

2. Each host s maintains two variable a and p. These two variables will be modified 

after each packet that ,carries the aforementioned three pairs of coordinates routing 

throughs. 

a. The variable a records the accumulated distance values 11 + hl + h2 as illustrated 

in Figure 3.1 For each packet that goes through s, the variable a is modified: a = 

a+ (11 + hl + h2) 

b. The variable P records the accumulated distance values 11 + 12 as illustrated in 

Figure 3.2. For each packet that goes through s, the variable p is modified: p = p 

+ (11 + 12) 

Algorithm for new root generation 

Use the example in Figure 3.1 again. We can conclude that if compared to 11 + hl + h2, 

11 + 12 is very small, host a and host b must be very close. Thus to make the route from a to b 

going through s instead of s -- r is fairly valuable in saving bandwidth and shortening route 

distance. Moreover host r can be spared from participating in the routing prbcess for its own good. 

Since a is the accumulation of 11 + hl + h2 and 13 is of 11 + 12, it is not difficult to see that the 

smaller p is compared to a, the more eligible host s should become a root node. The question is 

how small 13 should be for s to be elected as a new root. Depending on the density and mobility of 

the node population, the decision can land in a fairly large range. 

Based on the observation, the algorithm for new root generation is following: 

1. Host s periodically checks the value of its counter variable ct. If the value of ct 

becomes sufficiently large ( e.g. larger than a preset value), host s calculates the value 

of (a- P)/ a. 
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2. If the following two relationships hold a> ~ and (a- ~)/ a > y, the host will elect 

itself a new root node. In above relationships, 0 < y < 1 is a value that controls the 

strictness level of new root creation. 

3. If hosts is elected a new root, it will salvage the sub-tree rooted at itself to become 

the new spanning tree by propagating NEW signal throughout the sub-tree. The 

propagation is an up-down, generation-by generation recursive process common in 

the spanning tree maintenance operation. 

LCMRMG routing algorithm 

In LCMRMG, any node can simultaneously belong to multiple spanning trees. The 

strategy is choosing the path along the spanning tree in which the forwarding host has the lowest 

generation number. The reason is that in general lower generation nodes cover more offspring 

nodes and wider routing knowledge than the higher generation nodes. The LCMRMG routing 

algorithm is following: 

For every host in LCMRMG MANET: 

1. performs spanning tree maintenance operations. 

2. for each incoming packet. 

a. performs the algorithm for traffic locality caching. 

b. if the destination host of the packet is in one of its sub-trees, forward the packet 

to the root of that sub-tree. If there is a tie, choose the one with relatively low 

generations. 

c. Otherwise, forward the packet to the parent host that has the lowest generation 

number. 

3. performs the algorithm for new root election. 
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3.2 Locality Caching Multi-root Multi-generation Routing with Color 

Schema Routing (LCMRMGCS) 

We add color schema into LCMRMG to create a forest of trees. LCMRMGCS has two 

main benefits. One is that we can make use of the color information of the destination in routing. 

The other is that each root of a tree only has to maintain host information in its own tree. The root 

nodes are aware of one another through a path that was formed by the tree building procedure and 

they cooperate to route messages. 

3.2.1 Key points of color schema 

We consider whether there exists a link between two nodes, rather than the real physical 

positions of the nodes. That is to say that each link has the same length. From this point of view, 

we can divide the whole tree into several pseudo trees with clear boundaries. Each pseudo tree 

has a unique corresponding to the real tree even though their appearances are different. The 

reason is that in the real trees the green tree may be mixed up with the red tree, while in the 

pseudo trees the green tree separates from the red tree clearly even when the nodes are moving. 

Notation: A 1 (0. 1) me s 
Node A1 's child 10 is 0 
generation number {depth) is 1 

A 1 (0,1) 

Figure 3.2: Forest example 
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3.2.2 Network construction 

We use generation number (GEN) and child ID (CID) to describe the nodes in the 

networks. For example A4 (3,1) means node A4's child ID is 3 and its generation number is I. 

That is to say A4 is the first generation of the tree and it is the third child of its parent. 

At the beginning, we choose a node as a root, which can be any node within the network. 

In Figure 3.2, AO is chosen as a root. Then AO will broadcast soliciting messages to request other 

nodes to join A0's tree. Those nodes within the A0's radio transmission range will respond with a 

ready signal if they are not yet part of the tree, and AO will assign them with sequentially 

increasing CIDs and a GEN equal to GEN (AO) + I. At this point, the tree has generation 1 and 

rooted at AO with leaf nodes Al (0,1), A2 (1,1), A3 (2,1) and A4 (3,1). After signed on to the tree, 

Al, A2, A3 and A4 will start soliciting their children just as AO has done previously. For nodes 

that are out of range of AO and missed A0's request, they may be able to join A0's tree as A0's 

grandchildren. The same procedure will be carried out again and again recursively until the tree 

covers all the nodes in the network. 

Once the network topology is built, the leaf nodes will start the process of creating 

generation tables (GT), thereafter, the generation tables will be propagated upward along the tree 

branches until reaching the root. For example, Table 3.1 is the generation table for Al2. Next, 

A12 will send its GT to its parent AS, and AS start to build its generation table. The AS's 

generation table cannot complete until AS's all children have reported their GTs. In other word, 

AS have to contain information sent from A13 and A14. Once AS finished its GT, shown by 

Table 3.2, AS will report its GT to Al. Similarly, A6 also send its GT to Al so that Al state to 

build its GT, shown by Table 3.3. Then, Al sends its GT to root AO. 



A12's ID A12 

A12's parent ID AS 

A12's generation number 3 

Al2's child ID 0 

Future generation 

NIL 

Table 3.1: Node A12's generation table 

AS's ID AS-

AS's parent ID Al 

AS's generation number 2 

AS's child ID 0 

Future generation 

Child ID ID 

0 A12 

1 Al3 

2 A14 

Table 3.2: Node A5's generation table 

Al's ID Al 

Al's parent ID AO 

Al's generation number 1 

Al's child ID 0 

Future generation 

Child ID ID 

0 AS 

1 A6 

Table 3.3: Node Al's generation table 

3.2.3 Network maintenance 

15 

Future generation 

NIL -
NIL 

NIL 

Future generation 

A12,A13,A14 

A15, A16 

MANET is characterized by fluid topology change. Links between two nodes are likely 

to be formed or broken at unpredictable moment. In our algorithm, any change in network 

topology will cause the change in generation table. Therefore, we maintain the generation table in 

order to keep track of the topology of the networks. Our algorithm deals with the changing 

situation by taking into account three scenarios, node sign-on, node sign-off, and node movement. 
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Sign-on 

Sign on means that a node wants to join the network. The sign-on no,de broadcasts 

soliciting messages expressing intention to join in the network. Nodes within the radio 

transmission range of the sign-on node respond the request with their positional information in 

the tree. The sign-on node will choose from the responders the one with the lowest generation as 

its parent. Therefore, the sign-on node becomes a new leaf node in the existing tree. Like other 

leaf nodes, the sign-on node will build its GT and then report it to its parent. The recursive 

bottom-up propagation takes place again to inform the upper level nodes of the emergence of the 

new member until the propagation gets to the root. 

Sign-off 

When a node that belongs to the tree is about to power off, all the relating nodes must be 

informed and proper steps must be followed in order to keep the topology up to date. The sign-off 

node messages its parent the intension to leave. Its parent updates the GT by removing the entry 

for this node as well as entries for the entire node's future generation. Following is again the 

bottom-up propagation of GTs until reaching the root, the GTs of all lower generation nodes 

relating to the sign-off node are updated. At the same time, the sign-off node sends release 

messages to all its children in the tree. In the opposite direction, the release message propagates 

recursively in a top-down fashion toward the leaf nodes. Any node that receives the release 

message will forgo its membership of the tree, and begins the process of signing on to the tree as 

anew node. 

Movement 

Befo,re the movement, a node will notify both the parent and the children of its intension 

to move by sending start-of-move messages. After the movement, the node will notify them again 

by end-of-move messages. If for a certain period of time, no end-of-move message is received, 
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the relative nodes will abandon the moving node and take steps to adjust the topology. The steps 

are the same as if the moving node signed off the network. Then, the moving node itself will try 

to join the network again as a new node. 

Note that in LCMRMG routing protocol, a node can belong to many parents. Therefore 

LCMRMG uses a function (sign-on-again) to sign on to the different parents so that the relative 

trees will change the topology. Similarly, when a node signs off, all its relative parents have to 

change their generation tables until the updates get to the roots. The overlapped trees cause huge 

maintenance of LCMRMG. LCMRMG often uses 32 roots, so in the worst case, the topology 

information of the networks is duplicated by 32 times. Any change in topology will lead to the 

changes of 32 trees. 

3.2.4 Algorithm for creating forest 

Figure 3.3 presents the flow chart to create the forest. First, we assign the first root a 

color such as red. Then its all children are also labeled as red. Once the second root is generated, 

we assign the second root and its children a different color, for example green, and then cut off 

the generated green tree from the old red tree. We therefore obtain two trees, the red tree and the 

green tree. At the same time, we record the path from the green root to the red root by labeling 

those nodes along that path with two colors, red and green. Once a third root is generated from 

red tree, we assign a third color, such as blue, and repeat the above steps. 

Let's show an example to illustrate how to create the forest and the benefit of this method. 

In Figure 3.2, all the nodes are red at beginning. At some point, AS becomes a new root. Then AS 

is assigned green and AS notifies its children Al2, A13 and A14 to change to green from red. If 

any of A12, Al3 or A14 is not a leaf, it will notify recursively in a top-down fashion the leaf 

nodes to change their colors to green. At the same time, AS notifies its parent Al to change color 

from red to red-green. The recursive bottom-up propagation takes place again to inform the upper 

level nodes until to the root AO. So AO changes to red-green again. Then the green tree is cut off 
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from the red tree. That is to say Al only knows that AS is one of its children, but does not know 

Al2, A13, and Al4 are its grandsons any more. AS knows Al is its parent AS's GT keeps the 

same Table 3.2 while Al's GT reduces from Table 3 3 mto Table 3.4. Therefore, the generation 

tables of different trees are exclusive. Thus, the mamtenance of the generation tables will 

decrease. For example, when the topology changes in Al2, A13 or Al4, Al does not need to 

maintain such changes 

Al's ID Al 

Al's parent ID AO 

Al's generation number 1 

Al's child ID 0 

Future generation 

CID ID Future generation 

0 A5 NIL 

1 A6 Al5, A16 

Table 3.4- Node Al's generation table after cutting off. Al does not know Al 2, Al3 and Al4 any 
more. Therefore Al's generation table is reduced. 

In additional of the generation table, each root has a color table to record the color 

information of the destinations that passed the root. The color table will be used to guide the 

inter-tree search. Moreover, each node has a color marker, which was implemented by 32 bits 

corresponding to 32 colors in our simulation. If a node was located on the path that connects two 

roots, more than one bit will be marked. This color marker will help the roots communicate to 

each other. 
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Case 3 or4 

To Illustrate our procedure, we show one example, routing from source A to destination 

B, under A given as red. We make use of color information of a node to process this routing. 

Once a node signs onto the network, 1t 1s assigned a color Therefore every node in the network 

has a color. There are total four cases of B's color. Figure 3 4 shows the routmg procedure from 

A toB. 

Case 1: B 1s the same color as A We can find B through checkmg A's generation table 

or A's parent's generation table until A's root's generation table Let's show an example using 

Figure 3.2. Suppose that the topology is following. AS, Al2, Al3 and A14 are green and AS is 
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the root of the green tree. A4, Al9 and Al 1 are blue and A4 is the root of the blue tree. The other 

nodes are in the red tree. Therefore Al is green-red and AO is green-red-blue. The source is Al2 

and the destination is Al4. They are both green. First Al2 check its generation and cannot find 

Al 4. Then Al2 sends the message to its parent, AS. AS checks its generation table to find Al 4. 

AS finds A14 is one of its children, so AS forwards the message to Al 4. 

Case 2: A's root does not know B's color. It implies that Bis not in the same tree as A, 

and Bis not in the color table of A's root. Otherwise, A's root can check its generation table or its 

color table to find B. So, we use a blind search to find B's root from A's root to A's root's parent 

and so on. 

Case 3: A's root knows B's color and Bis a different color from A. This case means that 

A's root cannot find B in its generation table but can find B's c~lor in its color table. We use 

Figure 3.2 again as the example. Suppose that the topology is same as Case 1 and that the source 

is Al2 and the destination is Al 9. First, A12 checks its generation table. Al2 cannot find Al9 in 

its generation table, so Al2 sends the message to its parent AS. AS is the root of the green tree, so 

AS checks its table for the A19's color information. AS finds A19 is blue. So AS forwards the 

message to Al. Al is green-red, not having blue as one of its colors. Then Al forwards the 

r 

message to its parent AO. Because AO is green-red-blue, including the blue color of the 

destination Al 9, AO can check its children's colors and find that A4 also has the destination color, 

blue. So AO forwards the message to A4 and A4 can check its generation table to determine the 

child to which the message should be forwarded. A4 forwards the message to Al9 thereby 

finding the destination. The shortest path was achieved for a tree structure if the destination can 

be found in some generation tables. 

Case 4: B's color changed after its color is stored in A's table. First, according to B's 

color information stored in A's root, we try to search the blue tree. IfB cannot be found, we have 

to search B like we do not know the color information of B as in Case 2. 
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Finally, note that the traffic in a network may have some features, even though we think 

the traffic is random. For example, the traffic in weekdays is different from that in weekend. 

Forming trees through traffic make the routing inside a tree easier and shorter than routing in 

different trees. This feature allows our routing algorithm to be more efficient. 

3.2.6 Comparison with other routing algorithms 

We now compare LCMRMGCS with some other routing protocols to show the 

advantages ofLCMRMGCS. 

1. Dynamic Group Construction Routing 

Dynamic group construction routing [15] uses an adaptive approach for routing 

management. In this approach, the network infrastructure is constructed by several 

communication groups, which are called routing groups. A routing group communicates with 

other routing groups via the boundary mobile hosts as forwarding nodes. In a routing group the 

mobile hosts are divided, by means of the dominating values, into two groups, one positive 

cluster and several non-positive clusters. 

Dynamic group construction routing protocol considers the existing links while 

LCMRMGCS focuses on active links. LCMRMGCS is more applicable than the dynamic group 

routing protocol because more links existing does not mean more links active. For example, my 

cell phone has a lot of links with my neighbors, but I will not talk with my neighbors. This is one 

advantage of our algorithm. The other benefit of our algorithm is using a forest to describe the 

whole network because a tree is an efficient data structure to search a destination. 

2. Locality Caching Multi-Root Multi-Generation Routing (LCMRMG) 

In LCMRMG [2], a host can calculate the estimated reduction of the network traffic if it 

becomes a new root router and can is elected to do so if the reduction exceeds a predefined 

threshold value. Thus LCMRMG generates multiple roots based on routing traffic for the network. 
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LCMRMGCS is based on LCMRMG, with a purpose to reduce the maintenance of root 

nodes by dividing the whole tree into several trees. Each root just needs to maintain the host 

information of its own trees rather than the whole network. Therefore, LCMRMGCS can apply to 

a huge network in contrast to LCMRMG because each root of a tree in LCMRMG has to 

maintain the host information of the entire MANET. 

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the main difference between LCMRMG and 

LCMRMGCS. LCMRMG uses a graph to describe the network while LCMRMGCS applies a 

forest to represent the network. 

Figure 3.5: Data structure for LCMRMG: graph 

Figure 3.6: Data structure for LCMRMGCS: forest 



CHAPTER4 

LCMRMGCS SIMULATION 

A simulation is the creation of a set of computer programs that imitate the physical 

requirements of the proposed protocols and observation of the execution of these programs in a 

digital environment. Thus simulation can significantly help system engineers to obtain crucial 

performance characteristics [16], [17]. There exist pre-implemented, full-blown simulators for 

networking. Two popular simulators are NS-2 [18] and GloMoSim [19]. NS-2 is a discrete event 

simulator targeted at networking research. It provides substantial support for simulation of TCP, 

routing, and multicast protocols over wired and wireless networks. GloMoSim built a scalable 

simulation environment for wired and wireless network systems. GloMoSim currently supports 

protocols for a purely wireless network. 

We decide to generate our own simulator rather than use those pre-implemented 

simulators based on the following reasons. 

1. We aim to improve the LCMRMG algorithm. We therefore choose the same simulator 

as that algorithm. We do not concern the physical radio implementation, the medium-access 

control channels, and the real-world packet forwarding mechanism based on IP stacks, all of 

which enhance the complication of the simulators. 

2. Using the aforementioned simulators is time-consuming because users have to 

understand how to develop modules that can be plugged into the simulators, and have to master 

some scripting techniques. 

24 
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We created the simulator from scratch on UNIX platforms. It is written entirely in C 

language and built with GUN C (GCC) complier. In order to simulate with various scenarios and 

under different conditions, our simulator provides a set of command line switches to control the 

program execution. The simulator outputs several log files as simulation proceeds, through which 

users can look into the simulation proceeds and observe the behavior of the simulation protocol. 

These log files are the basis of simulation analysis. 

Each mobile host in our simulator was represented by one running thread. Our simulation 

created 1000 mobile hosts (1000 threads). Thus, network communication was transformed to 

thread communication. The size of the network depends on OS implementation. Therefore the 

simulation results may behave somewhat differently across different UNIX platforms, such as 

Linux, FreeBSD and Solaris. 

4.1 Data Structures 

A single thread represents each mobile host. Each node has a node id (nid) corresponding 

to each thread. The thread only executes in its own territory and does not interfere with others. 

Integer c denotes the color of a node. The actual representation of a node is expressed in the 

following C structure: 

struct node { 
pthread_t ptid; 
intnid; 
location_t location; 
location_t direction; 
double speed; 
int is_station; 
int signed_ on; 
mt is_root; 
struct msg_ q messages; 
pthread _ mutex _t q_ mutex; 
struct mesg msg, 
int trafl; 

mttraf2, 

/* thread identifier for this node * / 
/* ID of this node*/ 
/* most recent location*/ 
/* movmg drrection */ 
/* moving speed * / 
/* showmg if it's turned on or off*/ 
/* showing if it's signed onto the tree * / 
/* 1fit's a root*/ 
/* its routing buffer*/ 
/* message queue mutex * / 
/* the latest message 1t received * / 
/* for non-root : total number of messages going up; 
for root: total number of messages passing by * I 
/* for non-root· the number of messages for which 
current roots are sufficient for root· the number of 
messages that cannot be routed*/ 



doubler, 
doubles, 
mtc, 
} 

/* route distance through root * / 
/* route distance through itself * / 
/* color of a node * / 

Location and direction take the form of 

typedef struct { 
double x, y, /* x andy are the coordmates of the node's current pos1t1on and the next pos1t1on*/ 

} locat1on_t, 

The messages are a simple implementation of a circular queue structure as 

struct msg_ q { 

}, 

struct mesg buf1BUFSIZE], 
mt front, 
mt back, 

The actual messages are represented as 

struct mesg { 
mt src, 

}, 

mt dst, 
char body[2], null, 
locat1on_t sloe, 
struct t1meval stv, 
unsigned long time_total, 
unsigned long t1me_lasthop, 
mt hops, 
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Most of the fields m the message structure are for the stat1st1cal purpose and the message 

has a dummy message body of size 3 bytes. Note that each message in LCMRMGCS needs to 

carry up to three set of coordinates as stated m the locality cachmg algorithm. Instead of actual 

carrying them in the each message, for the sake of convenience, each message only carries the 

nodal index of the relevant nodes. 
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4.2 User Interface 

Our simulator supports a command line interface that takes a set of parameters, among 

which users have the choice of selecting the simulation protocol (e.g. single-root vs. multi-root). 

Once invoked, the simulator will keep running until explicitly terminated by users with Ctrl-C 

command or the time period specified at command line has elapsed. The running simulator 

dumps simulation data into several log files. 

The command line arguments are following 

Options. 
-h ---- show this help 
-l <Lambda> ---- transmission range for all nodes, default to 5 
-m<Max> ---- number of nodes in the simulat10n, default to 1000 
-n <miNutes> ---- number of minutes the program will run, default to O => forever 
-o <Off-> ----- number of nodes that can randomly power off, default to none 
-q <reQuest> ---- request frequency, default to 10 second 
-r <Root> ---- root number, 0 => multi-root, 1 => smgle root, default to 0 
-s <Speed> ---- movmg speed for all nodes, 0 => random movmg, default to 0.1 
-t <raTio> ---- (x-y)/x, cntena to make new roots, default to 0.5 

Four log files will be generated after a simulation session - monitor.log, action.log, 

message.log, and status.log. 

Sample momtor.log 

30 sec· sent=2831, rec=1191, t_routmg=423704, e_routing=36631, mamt =100615, roots=27 
60 sec sent=5665, rec=2817, t_routing=500648, e _routmg=367730, maint =72121, roots=32 
90 sec.: sent=8331, rec=3354, t_routing=555183, e_routing=428576, mamt =68570, roots=32 
120sec. sent=10815, rec=3805, t_routmg=617715, e_routmg=467923, maint =57156, roots=32 
150sec sent=13115, rec=4085, t_routlng=670407, e_routing=480703, mamt=60499, roots=32 
180 sec.: sent=15404, rec=4322, t_routing=715516, e_routing=510009, maint=56685, roots=32 

Sample action log 

Node: 995 starts sending message to node 544, with 4 nodes withm node 995's trans range 
Node· 11 starts sending message to node 267, with 13 nodes within node I l's trans range 
Node: 996 starts sendmg message to node 923, with 12 nodes within node 996's trans range. 
Node: 24 starts sending message to node 490, with 9 nodes withm node 24's trans range 
Node· 25 starts sending message to node 196, with 6 nodes within node 25's trans range. 
Node· 997 starts sendmg message to node 440, with 11 nodes within node 997's trans range. 



Node: 22 starts sendmg message to node 944, with 8 nodes withm node 22's trans range 
Node: 10 starts sendmg message to node 826, with 10 nodes within node lO's trans range 

Sample message log 

Node 275 (45.00, -26.00) received a message from node 522 (44 00, -33.00), with 2 hops. 
Node 525 (-33.00, 28.00) received a message from node 315 (-35.00, 26.00), with 1 hops 
Node 589 (-41 00, 22 00) received a message from node 185 (-47 00, 28 00), with 2 hops 
Node 31 (-31.00, -8.00) received a message from node 184 (-38 00, -23 00), with 5 hops. 
Node 183 (-29 00, 22 00) received a message from node 798 (-30 00, 19 00), with 4 hops. 
Node 393 (-27.00, 24 00) received a message from node 16 (-38.00, 33.00), with 6 hops. 
Node 798 (-30.00, 19 00) received a message from node 578 (-38 00, 29 00), with 4 hops. 
Node 999 (-43 00, 38 00) received a message from node 704 (-36 00, 11 00), with 8 hops. 
Node 31 (-31.00, -8.00) received a message from node 945 (-29.00, -18.00), with 3 hops. 
Node 247 (-37.00, 16.00) received a message from node 101 (-47.00, 8.00), with 8 hops. 
Node 294 (-34 00, 45 00) received a message from node 53 (-41 00, 24 00), with 9 hops. 

Sample status.log 

Node 172· 
Location: (23.00, -14.00) 
Direction (23 00, -14 00) 
Speed: 0 38 
'trafl': 0 
'traf2' 0 
'r': 0.000000 
's': 0.000000 

ROOT TABLE#O 
Root: 0 
Parent· 146 
Generation 5 
Child ID: 0 
Number of children. 2 
Children are. 

224: 891,434,355,108,644,565, 775,55,985, 
487 697, 907, 
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Monitor.log traces and calculates all the important statistics periodically, which is the 

most important log file for us to measure and compare network performance afterwards. 

Action.log and message.log describe network traffic information. The former denotes the source 

host sending packets out and its surrounding environment while the latter records the packet 

arrival and the associated parameters. Status.log visualizes the topology situation at any moment 

from the viewpoint of individual hosts. 
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4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis 

We compared the routing performance between our protocol and LCMRMG [3] protocol 

to verify the performance gain of the former over the latter. The ad hoc network is composed of 

1000 nodes since the LCMRMG cannot support a larger network with the restriction of the 

operating system. The simulation results are observed with three sets of performance metrics, 

delivery time, delivery maintenance and delivery ratio. We use a log file (monitor.log) to record 

the CPU time, number of sent messages, number of received messages, maintenance and the root 

number at every 30 seconds. The delivery time is the total CPU time spent on successful routing, 

which increases with the number of received messages. Successful routing means the routing 

packet reached the destination form the source. The delivery maintenance represents the 

relationship between the maintenance and the received messages. In our simulation, the 

maintenance is defined as the accumulated number of the changes in generation tables of all 

nodes caused by sign-on and sign-off procedures. The dehvery ratio is the percentage of the 

received messages over the sent messages. Our results show lower delivery time and delivery 

maintenance and a higher delivery ratio than those of LCMRMG protocol. Therefore our 

protocol is more efficient under the comparisons. 

To show the features of our protocol, we analyze the relationship between the delivery 

\ 

ratio, the root number and the hop number. The hop number is the total number of nodes 

traversed for a routing message delivered from the source to the destination. There exists an 

optimum root number for a given total node number in the network to obtain a highest delivery 

ratio. 
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1. Simulation comparisons: 
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Figure 4.1: Received message vs. CPU time 

In Figure 4.1 , we measured the CPU time in second that spent on routing for a given 

number of successfully received the messages. As shown in Figure 4.1 , the solid-curve is our 

result and the dot-curve is from LCMRMG. Both curves show an increasing trend of the time 

with more received messages. The slope of our curve is less than that of LCMRMG, which means 

our routing is faster than LCMRMG. Therefore we conclude that our protocol spends less time 

than LCMRMG to receive a given number of received messages and thus our protocol is more 

efficient. The color information used in our protocol can guide the destination searching, 

especially when the destination node is not in the same tree as the source, i.e. , not the same color 

as the source. In LCMRMG, a blind search is always used to find which parent has a generation 

table to inform the position of the destination. Once the table is found, the advantage of a tree 

structure in knowing the shortest path to the destination is equal for our protocol and LCMRMG. 
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Figure 4.2: Received message vs. maintenance 

In Figure 4.2, we give the maintenance associated with a given number of received 

messages. A high required maintenance usually causes a longer routing time. The maintenance is 

measured by the accumulated number of the changes in generation tables of all nodes caused by 

sign-on and sign-off procedures in updating the network topology. It is clear in Figure 4.2 that our 

protocol needs less maintenance than LCMRMG. The extra maintenance in LCMRMG is spent 

by the multiple sign-on and sign-off procedures of a node since a node frequently belongs to 

several trees in LCMRMG. Every tree that has the node will update the topology if a node signs 

on or signs off. In contrast, a node only belongs to a single tree in our protocol, which makes the 

maintenance more efficient. 
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Figure 4.3: Delivery ratio vs. time 

32 

In Figure 4.3, we show the delivery ratio that is the ratio of the received messages over 

the sent messages as reported at different observation times. Our delivery ratio denoted by the 

solid-curve decreased slowly and finally stabilized at 32%. The delivery ratio of LCMRMG 

denoted by the dot-curve showed an increasing trend with time. The ratio started with less than 

10% and climbed to 27% in 3 hours . After continuing running without restarting for 3 days, 

LCMRMG will reach a high delivery ratio of 60%. Our protocol has a higher delivery ratio than 

LCMRMG during the first 3 hours but a lower delivery ratio than LCMRMG in the long term 

since LCMRMG continues to increase. The higher delivery ration of LCMRMG in the long term 

is due to the overlap of the trees, where each node has multiple paths to route the messages. 

LCMRMG does not control the degree of such overlap so that most of nodes belong to 32 trees 

simultaneously in the long term. This kind of overlap is not allowed for a larger network even 

though a high delivery ratio has been reported. Our higher initial delivery ratio and moderate 

delivery ratio in the long term is more desirable for such applications that need a quick deploying 

or that last for few hours, such as disaster recovery and conferences. 
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2. Root number: 
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Figure 4.4: Roots vs. delivery ratio 

The delivery ratio is a function of root number for a given ad hoc network. Different root 

number will generate a different delivery ratio. Our simulation results show that 32 roots yield a 

best performance in terms of delivery ratio even though we cannot provide a proof. As shown in 

Figure 4.4, before 32 roots, the more roots, the better is the delivery ratio. However, after 32 roots, 

the more roots, the worse is the delivery ratio. The reasons to support an optimum root number 

are that more roots mean more color information, which help routing and that too much color 

information is apt to provide wrong information. For a single root, our protocol turns out to be the 

spanning tree protocol [28] , which only gives a delivery ratio at 12%. Therefore, our protocol is 

better than the spanning tree protocol once we introduce multiple roots to relieve the traffic and 

color information to guide the search. 

3. Hop number: 

The hop number is the total number of nodes traversed for a routing package delivered 

from the source to the destination. A larger hop number associated with a received message 

usually implies a longer routing time for the message to reach the destination. As we discussed 

before, the delivery ratio depends on the root number allowed in the network. In order to analyze 
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the relationship among the delivery ratio, the root number and the hop number, we present several 

simulation examples in Figures 4.5 (a-c). 

In Figure 4.5(a), there are 32 roots in a network with 1000 nodes. We measured all the 

hop numbers for each received message until the delivery ratio is steady at 32%. Then we plot the 

histogram of messages received according to their hop numbers. The median value of the hop 

number is 12 and messages with hop numbers between 5 and 15 account for 61 % of all received 

messages. 

In Figure 4.5 (b) and Figure 4.5( c ), we change the root number to adjust the delivery ratio. 

There are 26 roots in a network with 1000 nodes in Figure 4.S(b) and 18 roots in Figure 4.5( c ). 

The delivery ratio dropped from 32% to 28% in Figure 4.5(b) and to 21 % in Figure 4.5( c ). As we 

expected, the median value increased from 12 in Figure 4.5(a) to 18 in Figure 4.5(b) and to 19 in 

Figure 4.5( c ). The percentage of messages with 5-15 hop numbers decreased from 61 % in Figure 

4.5(a) to 36% in Figure 4.5(b) and to 34% in Figure 4.5(c). Therefore, messages with higher hop 

numbers usually correspond to a lower delivery ratio. 
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Figure 4.5 (a): Median =12, 5-15 hops= 61 % 
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Fig. 4.5 (b): Median =18, 5-15 hops= 36% 

Our Protocol, 18 Roots, Stable Delivery Ratio= 21% 
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Fig. 4.S(c): Median =19, 5-15 hops= 34% 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, we have presented a multi-root multi-generation with color schema 

(LCMRMGCS) routing protocol for MANET. Our protocol uses a forest of trees to keep track of 

the topology information within a mobile ad hoc network. The major advantage of using a tree

similar structure in routing is that the shortest path can be achieved if the destination can be found 

in some generation table. Any change in topology within the networks will lead to changes in the 

generation tables of the relative nodes. We generated multiple trees depending on the routing 

traffic. Each tree is marked as a different color. Each root of a tree maintains host information of 

its own tree and is aware of at least one other to cooperatively route messages through the path 

that was formed by the tree building procedure. The path was marked by colors. 

The benefit of the color schema is that each root of a tree only has to maintain 

information about its own tree instead of the whole network. The maintenance of root nodes is 

significantly reduced as compared with LCMRMG [2]. We introduce multiple roots to reduce the 

routing traffic. In a short period of time, the network traffic situation can be regarded as stable. 

Once we obtain this special traffic information and generate roots to consider this situation, we 
I 

can deal with a similar situation in the following period successfully and efficiently. 

Simulation results show that LCMRMGCS is better than LCMRMG in terms of CPU 

time, maintenance and delivery ratio. LCMRMGCS takes less CPU time than LCMRMG to route 
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a given number of messages successfully since the search guided by the color is better than the 

blind search. The color table stored in' the roots of LCMRMGCS can reduce the unnecessary 

searching, which is one of advantages of LCMRMGCS over LCMRMG. Moreover, maintenance 

of the networks with LCMRMGCS is less than with LCMRMG because each root just maintains 

its own tree and those trees do not overlap. The reduction of the maintenance provides a faster 

routing speed for LCMRMGCS. LCMRMGCS obtained a higher delivery ratio than LCMRMG 

because it makes use of the color information of the destination node even though LCMRMG 

surpassed LCMRMGCS after running continuously for 3 hours. However, the slowly increased 

delivery ratio of LCMRMG is a weakness for such applications that need a quick deploying or 

that are used temporally. The high initial delivery ratio ofLCMRMGCS makes it more applicable 
' 

than LCMRMG. For the root number, our simulation has shown that 32 roots always obtain the 

best performance. This is because more roots mean that there is more color information, which 

helps routing whereas too much color information is apt to provide wrong information. 

5.2 Future Work 

The root number of the mobile ad hoc network is an interesting problem. Our future work 

will be the relationship between the root number and the node number. If there is only one root, 

maintenance is easy while reliability is bad. If every node is a root, reliability is good while 

maintenance is hard. Therefore, there may be a balance between maintenance and reliability. 
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